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Schmidt winS by 30/o
.

by Lance Turner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by David Schlenker

After a week of heated campaigning, Fred
Schmidt won the student body presidential
electicn over Scott Rausch by 64 votes.
The Schmidt and Chris Toutikian ticket
received 51.3 percent of the 2,546 votes cast
in the runoff election.
Support for the Rausch and Matt Boucher
ticket increased by 356 votes since last
week's election. Their 1 76 vote gain on the
main campus overwhelmed the 25 vote gain
by Schmidt and Toutikian.
''We expected it to be closer than it was,"
said Schmidt. He attributed the close results
to a massive regrouping by the Rausch/
Boucher ticket where they re-evaluated their
position and brought in fresh people to run
their campaign.
After hearing the election results, Rausch
had no comment, but was obviously distressed as he left campus followed by his
running ~ate. A teary-eyed Boucher, also
embittered by the defeat, offered no answer
when asked ifhe and Rausch would remain
in student government.
Asked about his opponents' reaction to the
election outcome, Schmidt said, "It's not easy Fred Schmidt embraces campaign manager
to lose, especially when it's close." He did not Jeff Lang after his victory on Wednesday.
have a chance to speak with either Rausch or
Boucher, but said an eff:>rt would be made. apology needs to be extended to the people
"If they want to work to implement their they had insulted.
programs, we are not going to stand in their
en. Cathy Taylor said that, during camway. We will open up the door for them," said paigning at Brevard, she witnessed Rausch
Schmidt.
reversing his position on the athletic fee
Toutikian said, "All the [Rausch/Boucher] increase by telling students there that he
people we campaigned with were cordial. I had been opposed to the increase.
"He lied to them, and
said 'we really want you
once
you lie to them you're
guys to stick around in Stunot going to get their redent Government'."
spect," Taylor said.
Student Sen. Zeke
According to Santos,
Zucaro spoke for the
Rausch,
during his camRausch/Boucher campaign.
paigning at the Daytona
"We did the best we possibly
campus, was soliciting stucould," he said.
dent votes by claiming the
Zucaro also said that
endorsement of past vice
both Rausch and Boucher
presidential candidate
would remain in student
Sandy Funderburke. ·
government.
Earlier in the week, FunAccording to Sen. Ferderburke said her running
nando Santos, a· Schmidt/
mate Dash Wendrzyk had
Toutikian supporter, the
endorsed the Rausch/
Rausch/Boucher supportBoucher ticket, but she was
ers distributed sheets quesremaining neutral.
tioning the qualifications of
Santos also criticized the
Schmidt and Toutikian.
opposition
for destroying 30
When asked about the
of the Schmidtll'outikian
negative campaigning by SOURCE:StudentGovernment
signs and 3 of their banners,
the Rausch/Boucher supporters, Schmidt said , "Ith urt them as much although Santos only witnessed one of the
incidents.
as it hurt us."
Election activities are not over yet, accordSome of the Schmidt/l'outikian supporters, including Santos, were not as forgiving. ing to Election Commissioner Jim Newman.
Referring to the negative information as He said the candidates must have their
"slander sheets", Santos said, "they realized expense statements turned in by 1 p.m.
after last week's elections that they could not Thursday or they could be fined.
All campaign violations will be reviewed
win the runoff on the up and up." He said he
had lost respect for many of the Rausch/ by the commission on Friday. Newman said .
Boucher supporters because of their behav- there is "nothing catastrophic" to consider,
ior throughout the campaign and that an "just a bunch of petty violations."

SPORTS
· •The women's basketball
team lost its last conference game of the season
Monday. Thefootballteam
signed 30 athletes to
grants-in-aid in its first season at Division I-AA.

Tuition increase?
·FSA. just says no
. -

co

ETTI

• This .week, Confetti reviews two movies: The
Burbs and Bill and Ted's
E><cellent Adventure. A
profile of professor/aut~or
Wyatt Wyatt makes the
cover story. Find out why.

MANAGING EDITOR

The Florida Student Association has decided to support
a zero percent tuition increase
for the second
year in a row.
The decision
came when the
FSA, made up of
Florida Student
Go v e r nm en t
presidents, was
unable to pass a
motion to propose a 10 percent
increase.
Th e Florida
state Board of
Joan
Regents supports a 15 percent
increase, and the FSA has
been working to find a compromise percentage. They will ask

the BOR for no increase during
the March 31 BOR meeting.
UCF Student Body President and FSA Vice Chairman
Denver Stutler believes the
lower the percentage the FSA
proposes, the
lower the tuition
increase will be.
"To make 10
percentourminimum is wrong,"
Stutler said. "I
think if you give
·away the farm
now,
there's
nothing to fall
back on. Ten percent is an awful
Ruffler
high increase."
However, BOR Chair Joan
Ruffier says zero percent is an
SEE FSA PAGE 4

New magazine set to
B ast onto camp ses
by Amy Christy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

either mailing them in or by
giving the;m to the UCF's liasson.
Hern encourages students
to submit pictures from parties or special events they
would like to see in the magazine.
By allowing students to
contribute these items, "Blast
will give students the opportunity to see themselves. I want
students to make this magazine into what they want it to

A new student-oriented,
entertainment magazine
titled Blast will make its debut
at UCF April 1.
According to Alex Hem, the
publisher of Blast, "this magazine is a chronicle of daily life
in college, covering every student," from the commuter to
the Greek.
Hem said he plan~ to promote Greeks by showing the
good parts of these organizations while appealing equally "We are going to give
as much to independents, athstudents a chance to
letes, and all other students.
Hern also plans to give show their artistic
equal air time to females and
expression, but basimales.
"For example, iffemales are cally it's a lot of fun."
on the cover one month, males
will be the next," Hern com-Alex Hern
mented.
Blast 's circuPublisher of Blast
1ation area will reach Florida
Southern, Rollins, Stetson,
and UCF. Athletic and school become," Hem said.
Both Hem and the art direccalendars from each univertor, Beth Kelly, want to desity will be printed.
Hern also said students at- velop "a classy, fun image for
tending these universities will Blast "Hem said. Kelly and
be featured in the pictures Hern are shooting for an 84
contained in advertisements page magazine to be published
monthly.
throughout the magazine.
"UCF is growing rapidly
Students may also submit
art.work and pictures to be right now and we want Blast
to grow with it," Hem compublished in Blast.
This can be accomplished by mented.
1
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The ultimate donation
the families would reject the
idea, or the personnel did not
know when to approach them.
Only ten percent of the
. With increasing numbers of
20,000 possible organ donors succesful organ donations (70who die each year become or- 95 percent are accepted by the
gan donors.
recipient's body), hospitals are
The Florida legislature and coaching their personnel on
forty other state legislatures organ donation. The hospitals
enacted the "Routine Inquiry" inform their personnel about
law in 1986 because of the low laws concerning organ donapetcen tage of donors.
tion, medical procedure and
The law r~quires all hospi- how to approach the next of
tals to inform the next of kin of kin.
the deceased about the option
"Even if the deceased has an
of organ donation. In 1987 it organ donor card, we still ask
became a federal law.
the family because their conBefore the law, some hospi- sent is important. When aptals had no policies regarding proached, most people react
organ donation.
positively to organ donation,"
Eric Paraona/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
According to Kathy Dris- Driscoll said.
coll, public education coordiAccording to the East Cennator for the East Central tral Florida Transplant ProFlorida Transplant Program, gram, organ donation can also
many families were not in- bring comfort to a donor fam- UC F's chapter of SADD sp<;>sored Alcohol Awareness Week Monday thru Thursday on The Green. One
highlight of the event was a chance to win a car by guessing how many cassettes it would take to till
formed about organ donation ily.
"The Music Mobile."
possibilities.
Hospital personnel thought
SEE DONOR PAGE 5
by Julie Watson
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Ethics report spells out principles for all at UCF to follow
.

by And re Marrou
CENTRAL FLORI DA FUTURE

After months of deliberation, UCF's Task Force on
Values has come up with six ethical principles to
serve as guidelines for students, faculty and employees.
"We're certainly not taking about teaching this in
class," said Dr. Jeff Butler, chair of the task force.
"And, we're certainly not talking about, 'UCF says
you should do the following things, and if you deviate
from any of them, you can't be a student ofUCF.'
"We want to make it clear that this is certainly not
going to be a ten commandments according to the
ethics and values committee."
The task force was created after the Board of
Regents (BOR) sent to each state nniversity a recommendation that they address values and ethics for
their schools. In their final report, submitted to the
BOR in early January, the task force divided their
report into six ethical areas: integrity, duty, respect,

•

FAKE ID'S

University police officers at the University of South
Florida broke up a fake ID
business last fall that was responsible for selling at least 70
counterfeit driver licenses,
according to Lt. Robert
Staehle.
Christopher Lovell Hudson,
a non-student, was arrested in
Aug. 1988 and charged with
manufacturing counterfeit
driver's licenses.
Uruversity police found out
a-bout the operation through a
tip from a student. Two fake
licenses, laminating equipment, stencils, copies of the
backs of driver licenses and
$1,160 in cash were found in
Hudson's apartment. The licenses were sold for $30 and
(U.)

0

courage, justice and thoughtfulness.
The report defines each of the principles (for example, "Integrity: truthfulness, honesty, self-discipline, wholeness") and gives general examples of the
UCF community's responsibilities in each area ("to
seek the truth as they see it; to practice intellectual
honesty," plus others)
The task force divided into two sub-committees.
One sub-committee addressed ethics for faculty and
staff, while the other addressed them for students.
After five weeks of discussions and brain-storming,
each sub-committee presented their report to the
chair.
The task force decided the underlying moral and
ethical principles are the same for students, faculty,
administrators and for society at large. "We've come
up with a code of ethical standards which reflect the
university's position on a range ofstudentandfaculty
values," Butler said.
In its report, "Values in the State University System," the BOR concluded that "part of the basic

Court officials recently
asked Student Government
for the money to officially start
the court's academic honesty
hot line for students to call and
anonymously report suspected
cheating.
Honor court Chancellor
Rich Newsome said that once a
call comes in, the Honor court
will notify the professor and let
he or she decide how to handle
to situation. Honor court officials cannot take any punitive
action based on a phone call.
"The Honor Code is really
just a statement-it has no
teeth to it," Newsome said. But
the hot line will give students a
chance to enforce the code
themselves and maintain academic integrity at UF;
Newsome said.

$50.

Two students who bought
fake IDs were caught when
their IDs were confiscated at a
bar in Tampa. None of the
students were prosecuted,
Staehle said.
"Bouncers are really looking for these things," Staehle
said. "To the trained eye, it's
impossible to make duplicates."

,

•

AIDS VACCINE

rently testing how effective the
drug AZT (the only drug licensed to treat AIDS patients)
is with the EIA virsus, said Dr.
Chuck Issel, professor of veterinary virology.
A horse will go through six
to eight cycles of the disease
and each time the horse will
produce antibodies to fight
that particular strain of the
disease, Montelaro said.
The antibodies that are
made in the horse, after about
a year, are the kinds scientists
would use in a vaccine for an
AIDS patient.
•

MEDIA WORKSliOP

Pat Clarke of Channel 9 and
Russ White of Tlie Orlando
Sentinel will be on cam!JUS
Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. in the Education Bldg. Rm. 123.
The two will discuss how TV
and print media report news
events. Included will be a discussion of the benefits and
limitations of each medium,
followed by a question and
answer period.
The Society of Professional
Journalists is sponsoring the
event. The event is open to all
students !3-nd faculty.

(U.) Horses are among several animals that could help
Louisiana State University
scientists find an AIDS vaccine.
Equine Infectious Anemia,
found in horses, is similar to
the AIDS virus, said Robert
Montelaro, chairman of the
Biochemistry Department.
"This is very exciting because it is the only example of • TRADE SPEECH
• DIAL 'M'
The Department of Foreign
(U.) The Student Honor an AIDS-related virus where
Court at the University of the animal wins the battle," Languages is sponsoring a lecture by John Bersia on Feb. 24
Florida wants students to dial Montelaro said.
LSU scientists are cur- at 11 a.m. in the Library, Rm.
M for misconduct.

responsibility ofa university is to provide the student
with a sense of history, a set of values and ethics, a
commitment to law and morality, a respect for dignity, an appreciation of human creativity and an
analytical and inquiring mind.
"A stated set of values should, therefore, be useful
as an ethical framework. Values and academic freedom are inextricably intertwined."
"What we tried to do," Butler said, "was give
standards for people to consider.
Butler pointed out that the report was intended as
a standard, not a set of1aws to be enforced.
"We saw our mission as a charge to compile a code
of ethics, but not to enforce them," he said. "Ethics is
so personal. When a university translates it into
specific standards of conduct, then we're heading into
trouble."
Student member of the task force and Student
Body Vice President Ross Wolf agreed that the report

157.
Bersia is a member of Tlie
Orlando Sentinel Editorial
Board specializing in International Affairs. The topic of discussion will be "Florida's
Trade with Europe and Latin
America."
•

INTERNATIONAL TALK

Dr. Dennis Driscoll will lecture Feb. 23 at 2 p.m. in Phillips Hall Rm. 115.
The topic of his speech will
be "American Media Coverage
oflnternational Affairs." Driscoll is being sponsored by the
Office of International Studies.
•

HEMLOCK SPEAKER

Derek Humphrey, journalist, author and principal
founder of the National Hemlock Society, will speak at the
monthly meeting of Hemlock
of Central Florida, Feb. 24 at 2
p.m.
The Hemlock Society is
dedicated to exploring and
expounding the options and
rights of active volnntary euthanasia for the terminally ill
and the seriously incurably ill.
Humphrey is the author of
Let Me Die Before I Wake,
which identifies specific
chemical substances for those
who wish to choose the mo.n ent of their death.
The Hemlock of Central

SEE ETHICS PAGE 7

Florida meeting will be held in
Gore Hall of the Unitarian
Church, 1815 East Robinson,
Orlando.
•

MONEY FOR FEMALES

Two different chapters of
the American Business
Women's Association are offering scholarships for female
students pursuing a degree in
business and related professional fields. The deadline for
each is Mar. 1.
The Beatrice B. Ettinger
Scholarship is being offered to
a female student at least 25
years-old. Applicants must
have been a full-time resident
of Central Florida for at least
the 12 previous months and
have a goal for a professional
career or for improvement of
earning capacity. Mar. 1 is the
deadline for applying.
For further information,
contact Jamey Walker in the
financial aid office.
• FREE MONEY
The Challenger Astronauts
is offering a scholarship to a
liberal arts or education major.
Applicants must have been
a Florida resident for at least
two years an.d have a 2. 0 GPA.
The deadline for the
:scholarship is Mar. 1. For
more information, contact
the Financial Aid Office,
ext. 5030.

4, The Centralflorida Future, February 23, 1989

FSA
FROM PAGE 1

urireasonable compromise.
"They (FSA) are not going to
get zero percent," Ruffier said.
She considers the proposal
"ridiculous," as well as "pretty
unrealistic."
She said the first proposal
of 10 percent was rational.
Student Regent Jackie Goigel
said, "I really don't agree with
the stance of zero percent.

''Lobbying efforts (from
Florida universities) will be
enhanced if students are willing to pay," she added. Goigel
is also a UCF student.
The FSA Board of Directors
meets this weekend at UWF
and there is a possibility of a
new vote. Goigel feels that
members will still not change
their vote.
Denver Stutler will be
unable to attend the meeting,
but will send student lobbyist
Scott Jenkins in his place.

The other niglJt
Charlie broW!ht
h<?me_a quarl'of
milk, a loaf of ·
bread and a case
0 f AIDS

Charlie always fell his bisexual
affairs were harmless enough.
But Charl ie did calch the AIDS
1
- - - - - - - virus. That's why his family's at risk.
~
His wife risks losing her husband,
"ijl and when she has sex with him,
:·.., her own life. If she becomes
\.· ··
pregnan t she can pass the AIDS
:i: :
·. ~,
virus to her baby.
Charlie could have protected
-..
himself. Saying "No" could have
done it, or using a condom.
Right now there's no vaccine for
-~ ..-'.
1• , 11
!.w-~.·: ..~
AIDS, and no cure in sight. With
-~~~--=~ ;
whut we know today, and wilh the
precautions that can be taken, no
.I
one has to come
home with a scory
·~~;._·· :.: - - - like Charlie"s.

!· · ~ ,,
,~t ~-·

·<.

~

i~) J!f~:~~ ..

~
···., ,
U • ' ....,•'. • ~

AIDS

lfYQu thinkyou can't get it,
you're dead wrong.

ht& l!'tHllOIATMH't t.AIJ.. •.1; C:AilMn IJt\J .........J.ftb ''HIMTilo M\ t.OYUI

~~.:~!~ ::.~~~~~~~~i:~~::~:;:~~~~~ "".,,."~--·~ ti}

The New Student Government

SC 227·

·1 game
I
room

Wild
Pizza

•
~

'

For M·Jre Information
275-2831

~~\tSIT}'

~\;,
~

'+-

0

~C'

<i'.-,,

~

"fJ

1'
l'"'

D
D

•
STUDENT
CENTER
AUDITORIUM

L Cafeteria

"'
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DONOR
FROM PAGE3

It lets them know their
family member's death is helping others live.
"We send the donor's family
follow-up information telling
them where the organs went,"
Driscoll said.

With over 16,000 people on
a waiting list for organs, the
East Central Florida Transplant Program is working to
get the facts about organ donation to the public. ·
Donor cards are available
at Eckerd Drugs or by calling
the East Central Florida
Transplant Program at 8975560.
.

SaleS
People
needed
&le Parsons/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TALKING POLITICS
The campaigners were out once again in full force Tuesday and Wednesday getting the students
geared up for the run-off Student Body Presidential elections.

The Central Florida Future needs ambitious students who want to gain experience in advertising sales. You can make
good contacts and good pay . .
No experience necessary.
.'

Here .~oday, Gone Tomorrow
The highly endangered manatee
is Flonda·s official state marine mammal.
It rs a unique. gentle. vegetarian that likes to
eat. sleep. swim. and play. Unless more of us
support manatee conservation efforts. we could
lose this wonderful species.

·~

For more information call Scott
Buss at 275-2602.

THE ORLANDO

CONNECTION
ROCKS

THE
WITH

CITY

·JILL TOWERS AND
THE HEAT
FEB 21-25

•

LIVE BANDS nightly TUES-SAT (9:30 pm)

#

~+#'

.

JAM SESSION
~~
WED NIGHTS
~o/'Y~ SHOW US YOUR STUFF
<r~o.....................................
MON.:,NIGHT COLLEGE NIGHT, :
, . ,. . $LBEER.{C~N OR BOTTLE) . \JH(
0

··. . .,~\ . ·: · WITH STUDENT ID --.. . . . :.
t· •. ;· ·::,::::--:: .

•

..

" ~: ..:

):':J:(...
:~

• 0

Reservations for party of 5 or more , Call 282-4654 ( after 4 pm)
In The Royal Oak Plaza 204 S. Semoran
(Near East/Wst ExWy. & SR 436)
I

I

Join Today!

!f{oridas 'Best
Afa{e tJJance ~view
'Tuesday 9 pm $5.00 Yldmission
,----------,
.wo~E~ARGAR1TAs
i
Ladies i
I
I
during show

MEN
1°0 WELL DRINKS
at the front bar
while you wait

I
Present this
I
Coupon for
.I
I
I ONE FREE DRINK I
: during Tuesdays :
L_~al~ Review _ _J
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GRAND OPENING !

·r---------------------DUFFY'S SUBS : ~~r~a~:~~~e
PRESENTS

I

IFR.EE SUB SANDWICH
I WHEN YOU BUY ONE

You won't notice any difference,
· butyour country will.

I ·

1

Includes free lettuce.tomatoes,
pickles,onions,hot peppers.oil
and vinegar

:

I
I

679-2448
10042 University
Blvd. One mile west
of UCF on the
corner of Dean Rd ..
(University Oaks)

Software Unlimited Inc

The five minutes you spend registering with Selective Service
at the post office won't change you. But it will make a difference
to yo~r country. So when you turn 18, register with Selective
Service. It's quick. It's easy. And it 's the lav·

Computers • Software • Service
After Six Great Years Our Little Store Just Got

-----------1

BIGGER
And That Means You Ge;tA Much

BETTER
Selection Of

SUN TAN CENTER

COMPUTERS

Bring In this ad For Your FREE Disk Library Case With Purchase (Expires 3/6/89)
3186 E. Colonial Dr.-ln Herndon Plaza-Across From Fashion Square Mall
Now Open Until 8:00 Week Nights!! 894-3304

Treat Yourself 10 A Wolff System Tan. ..
Please Stop In And Allow Our Consultants An Opportunity ·
lh Introduce You To The Wolff System Tunning Experience

2

g
~
~

Al'*" ..l

*

For an appointment call:
~

8

...........___..
~

SUNTAN

CENTER

f,

UIWEJISITYllUIO

678-7773

THIS MAN WANTS YOU !.

4950 Hall Rd., Ste. 2

.rsPRi:N-CtBREA'itSPEciALl
1 MONTH
UNLIMITED

I

I
:

I l!

$

59 00

FU IN THE SUN !

1

-1

(10% DISCOUNT WITI! UCF ID)

:

RI
'-'A ...I
_________________

1 rr , I
,._
1

+ SOFlWARE

•Sign up a friend and i:eccive an additional
week of tanrung FREE 1

WITHTiilSCOUPON-OFFEREXPIRESMARCH1989

Wi1 I

Do you need a ride
home or help driving
somewhere?

SUN TAN PROOUCTS

Work poolside at same of Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and
represenlingPanama Jack tanning products. We're
looking for energetic & outgoing people that
enjoy working in the un! For further info, call
days: 345-8944;evenings 849-7841. Leave
name and number. Positions available year-round.

[]) D[]) U@ lliJ
~ ~ @\YJV .ooo

..
•

...the Golden Rule Student Handbook has your
rights and responsibilities clearly defined? These
include: Grad€ Appeal, the Disciplinary and
Teacher Grievance Proceedures and many others.
You may pick up your your copy at the-Student
Government reception desk, or in the Student Affairs Officein Administration Room 218. If you have
any questions regarding these rights and responsibilities, feel free to call:

Sean Gr~ene ·Judicial Advisor
Student Government
@ X2191 or
provides a carpooling ...,~''1\;"s'no,.0 Keith White· Attorney General
.,~~rvice ~or UCF Students (~} ,. ~'}~
@X2191
~<;.~ Available through
·-. ...--- ..
Student Government...
~<~
the kiosk
Students Serving Students

i

I .

•

•

•

•

•

..
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The U.S. Governm ent Printing
Office has a free catalog of new
' and popular books sold by the
Government . Books about
agriculture , energy , children ,
space , health , hislOry , business ,
vacations , and much more . Find
out what Government books are
all about. Send for your free

Tt£N

ETHICS.
FROM PAGE 3

was not intended to be enforceable.
"Although the mandate by
catalog.
the Board of Regents to incorporate ethics at the nine state
universities was well intentioned,"he said, "there were no
~
..
means of enforcing these eth~-:=:o:~~
ics. The problem with the task
The best authentic Chinese
'\~ r -- \ ·)
force w:ts that we couldn't fig- , ~~_J )
ure out how to carry out the
Restaurant on the east side of town!
_, \ -· -~ ....... )
values.
. ·:-..::<. 0
~ -~-~
"You can't enforce ethics.
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!
We wanted to have some sort of
~
honor system with the idea
featuring:
f--~
behind it that students
&
,):-'~~
wouldn't tolerate cheating.
~' ~
"Not that we want to have a
~ . -::;"\
~
narc system, but that it would
....... I
""'
be created to say that cheating
':::~I ~-/
wouldn't be accepted."
---../
'-. \
The task force's findings
·
~
)
~
/
may
be added to the student
STUDENT MEAL PLAN AVAILABLE
\ ,
!
orientation handbook or The
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
) '
} '~ j
Golden Rule (handbook for all
resetvations suggested
students).
:= UCF
1
0
According to Dr. Carol
N
li
ll
1
Wilson, assistant to the vice
tfWY. 50
<
\
president of student affairs,
11786 East Colonial Drive
/
Free
Catalog
"lt'sagoodideaforthestudent
Alafaya Village .. Orlando, Fl
Po Box nHlo
orientation handbook. I do edit
M-F: 11 :00- 10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.
j
'TheGoldenRule'andsinceit's
1 \\':hhingwn D<
l J
1 200 1-\-.... < oo
reprinted every spring, I'll
-===================================--'----.
.
--------1 certainly take a look at how we
NURSING
PROFESS
I
0
NA
LS
could include that for next
year.

6A~OEN

CHINESE RESTAURANT

\.

'

Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan

0

Hunan

1•t•1lllliilll1:111
281-1864

I

)

t

l

•

1

/

1

Yale New Haven
Is
Tipping The I\ Scales
In Your Favor

This unique salary structure is complemented by a wide array of benefits :
Tuition Rebate of $3,000 for New Graduates, Con'Un.itted Shift Incentive
Plans, New Shift Differentials, Tuition Assistance up to •3,000/per year,
Relocation Allowance, 3 Month Subsidized Housing, 33 Days Paid Time Off,
Professional Practice Model, Unit Based Preceptor Orientation,
24 Hour Clinical Nursing Resources.
Please call or send resume to: Nurse Recruitment, Division of Human
Resources, in CT 1-800-922-6802; Outside CT 1-800-323-7876,
Ya.le New Haven Hospital, 20 York Street, New Haven, CT 06604.
Minority candidates are encouraged to apply. An EOE/AA M/F/H/V.
·''
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ori' Mon<iaQ7; Febiual'y 27th
for »i:e~t 8·11AM
or Cockf;ailS f>-n>M

PtElt'OO HOTlilL
Fort Lauderdale

Thle NelV Haven
Hospital
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Leslie Uggams, Honorary
National ?5th Anniversary
Chairperson , for the
American Cance r Society.
Join us with your
generous contributions
of money and time
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Dirty campaigns
and split senate
go ·h and-in-hand
This year's SG election has been much like
our last national election: covered with mud.
Dirty allegations have heen hurled from all
student government parties, and, frankly, we find
this sort of campaigning both unprofessional and
coun ~erproductive.
In previous elections, there were problems
with vandalism of campaign signs. However, that
has usually been the extent of it.
But this year has turned out a new breed of
student body representatives.
These people display a "win at all cost" attitude and appear more concerned with the election
than serving students.
Although aggressive campaigning is essential for politicians, the aggressiveness should remain
professional and certainly not physical. Candidates
thrust themselves in front of other candidates to
simply distribute campaign literature.
There have also been shoving matches between opposite party members out on the Green.
Various claims have circulated about both
candidates. They're looking for anything to nail on
the other candidate.
Our favorite is the written "fact sheet" which
· outlines discrepancies in Fred Schmidt's campaign
speech~s and senate practices. One point stated that
Schmidt and Toutikian's overall experience was
three and ·a half years and not their claimed five
years.
We looked into it and decided that the bigger
issue here was not the allegations, but why they were
being made - and what they might be doing to
student government.
Student senate is no longer unified. They
have divided themselves to side with candidates, and
some feelings run deep.
These internal conflicts are intense and could
carry on through next year (if half of them decide to
stay on at all.) They also appear t.o be based on
personality conflicts.
And, unlike previous years, there may be
only one candidate left of the three when it's all done.
In the past, former opponents ended up on the same
team.
And those who run for president are usually
the ones who are the most valuable to student government in whatever capacity they work.
In this case, there have been three very
promising tickets. Only one of these may stay because feelings have been hurt and egos stepped on.
Candidates do need to remember that especially in the presidential position, they are open to
fair comment and criticism. But internal back-stabbing will get you nowhere.
It's time to unite your forces into a strong
student government and put past feelings aside.Use
your differences t.o your advantage.
Work together and you will better serve
students and student government.
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New Pizza gimmick · condoms
Warning: The views and opinwns in this column
do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
author. Any similarities between the author's opinion and those that appear in the column are coincidence. Please send all positive responses to the. address listed below in the disclaimer. Please direct all
negative responses to the author's parents.

Embarrassment may also ensue every time som;If the next five words offend you, you might want one comes out of the restroom and everybody wonto stop reading: on-campus condom vending ma- ders if that person made a purchase. To save face,
chines.
many might leave the Wild Pizza if they legitimately
That's right, fun guys and gals, the latest craze in have to go to the potty.
evening wear is now as close to home as your nearest
Then again, this could prove to be a pretty big
campus bathroom. Just bring some change and an promotional gimmick for the Wild Pizza. The glass
open mind the next time you have to go to the menu they have hanging near the counter could sta ·
restroom and the possibilities are endless.
Slice of the day - Olive, Draft of the day - Bud, Entree
Whether the introduction of our prophylactic pals of the day - Manicotti, Condom of the day - ribbed
into the bathrooms, both men's and women's, of the tickler.
Wild Pizza is a wise idea or not is strictly a matter of
However, I honestly think the best place to put ode
social preference.
of these wacky little machines is in with the rest of the
On one hand, the domestication of condoms may vending machines in the Commons. Not only would
have a positive effect on society. AIDS is no laughing this be convenient for dorm residents, but it would 't
matter and condoms appear to be the safest bet be as noticeable among the sea of vending restauanymore.
rants.
On the other hand, has our university become so
The company that will be serviring the machines
relaxed on condom usage that it is actually trying to will be Wometco. That's right; the same fine folks w o
promote sex in the Wild Pizza? First the couches and bring you overpriced movie jujubes will now bring you
now this. I know it is an activities center and all, overpriced condoms, right in your OW!l activities
but... Okay, I'm off the subject.
center. This is all the more reason to install them·
The ironic part of this is the actual purchasing. the Commons (besides, from The Central Florida
Avid condom buyers usually go to great lengths to Future office, we would be able to watch purchases in
condom shop in a secluded, almost under-the- action).
counter style to avoid ultimate embarrassment and
I just had a feeling Student Government w
uneasiness. The farther away from peers, the better. behind this. My only real worry is whether there will
I can just see some poor guy wanting to make a be an annual condom fee that will be raised per credit
purchase in the Wild Pizza and every time his quar- hour each semester.
Hey, if you guys don't want to pay for safe sex on
ter nears the slot, the door flies open, forcing him to
pretend to comb his hair again. This game could go on this campus, well then maybe I'm in the wrong place.
·
for hours.
These machines will enhance your degree. Really.
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• RUINED THE MUSIC MOOD

Editor:
Talk about rudeness. I am reallY. ticked off about something
that happened on campus last
week. On Feb. 15, a nice little reggae
band was playing out in the sun in
front of one of the dorms.
Now they were 'not gathering a
crowd of 30,000, but there were a
lot of students sitting out enjoying
the music. ·
Now, by the time.I had a real
chance to sit down to listen to
them, they had already been play-

ing for about an hour and a half.
Now here comes the problem. A
witch in red. I could use another
word, but witch is o.k.
Just 10 seconds after the lead
singer said that they were going to
play a couple more songs and then
wrap it, this woman suddenly from
nowhere starts fiddling with their
amplifier controls.
She assured us that this new
volume was good. Thanks, lady.
That didn't really bother me at all.
But, in the middle of the song
she pulls the freak'n plug! Who the
hell does she think she is? That is
the rudest thing I have ever seen.
Tliese musicians had been

working very hard all afternoon
and this is the thanks they get.
Now, I assume that this woman
is an employee of this college. I am
really appalled at this occurrence.
And I am truly upset at the fact
that this happened at the colleg I
paid 2,000 of my hard-earned dollars to attend.
Who died and left her ruler of
the world? Can you say, "radal
prejudice?"
Have a nice day.
Vivek Sharma
communicatioos
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RUBES® ·
9

10

11

42 Caudal
appendage
44Chemlcal
compound
4 7 Destitute
of money
51 Period of time
52 Century plant
53 Son of Seth
54 Outfit
55 Young salmon
56 Nerve network
57 Dlooese

30 Condensed
moisture
32 Mate
33 Torrid
36 Therefore
37 Goddess of
the moon
38 Goes In
40 Distance runner
41 Equally

by Legh Rubin

43 Three-toed
sloth
44 Actual being
45 Great Lake
46 Rant
47 Baby food
48 Guido's high
note
49 And not
50 Drunkard

DOWN
1 War god
2 Unit of Italian
currency: pl.
3 Reception room
4 Simians
5 Playlng card
6 Church officials
7 Ponder
8 Defame
9 Vast age

18 Trades for

ACROSS

1 High mountain
4 The sweetsop
8 Fasten
12 Inlet
3 An imal coat
14 Learning
15 Transgress
16 Stamina

20

21
22
23

27
29
30

9

money
Paradise
Faeroe Islands
whlrlwlnd
Twisted
Small valley
Distant
Aerlform fluid
Monster

31 Spanish article
32 Shallow vessel
33 That woman
34 Paid notice
35 Composition
37 Seed
38 Abstract being
39 Entrance
40 Encountered
41 Article

SPRING
SALE

10 Part of circle
11 Confederate
general
17 Concerning
19 French article
22 Pale
24 Forenoon
25 Permission
to use
26 Finishes
27 Give rood to
28 In addition
29 Merry

Solution
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COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Early carpools.

UNIVERSITY

SALE DATES
Feb. 27-Mar 3
BOOKSTORE

OFF*
ALL UCF LOGO ITEMS
BOOKSTORE SALE HOURS
MON. &TUES.
8:30AM - 7:00PM

WED. -FRI.
8:30AM - S:OOPM

FIVE DAYS ONLY
'."EXCLUDING BOOKS & CONSIGNMENT ITEMS

I RiA"

IH••]

COUPONS NOT
REDEEMABLE

l
Gay Stuqents Organization
The Gay Students Organization will meet
Thurs. Feb 23 at 7 :30 pm for more info call The
Center 894-7097.
Alpha Tau Omega
All you little Devils and Angels get ready for the
AT.Q I Mn. "Heaven and Hell Social" Sat.
night at the Housel I It should be a Hell of a
time. Congratulations to ZTA on your newly
initiated sisters Greek Sk run this Sat. morning. Everyone get out and run, lefs take It
again this yearl Don't forget, Brothers meetings every Sunday at 7:30 Be there !

1st meeting of the UCF Animal Welfare Team,
9-10 pm I Feb. 27th I Student Center I room
214. Join the team that makes a difference!
Come see what it's all about - fundra1sers,
friends, and accomplishments.
Doctor Who I Sci Fl Fans I Anyone interested
in joining a OW/SF Club on campus, contact
Jim Sunshine 275-7235.

Zenith 25' color lV console. $100.00 call Scott
422-5515
10 gal Tank & Iron stand, hood, filter, and
pump Call Kelly 249-0764 evenings and
weekends.
Washer and dryer, apartment size used for
1yr. Asking 400 00 ph. 365-4056
Super Single waterbed frame for sale Never
been used $50. Call Kelli at 657-9354.

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma Woodser this Sat. Get mags
and bandanas from Jason Party at the House
tomorrow Start saving those cans for Greek
Week

Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulations Pike 1 softball team for winning the tournament last weekend Pike 2 Bball game tonight at 8 30 and Pike soccer at
4:00. Congrats to the new ZTA sisters .
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Big Bro - Lil Bro study night tonight! Friday is
another Awesome Attitude Adjustment8:00 at
the House. Prepare to party for Province.
Weekend Sat. wt the 25th annual Boxer Short
Party 9:00 at the SCA. Don't forget to wrap that
rascal I
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks again to all the girls who have made
this semester great. As usual, Boomers was
great on Tuesday. Spring Break 1s soon. rm~
dance 1s Friday. Festivities at the House Sat.
night
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A special thanks to J. Muckier for a great
tournament, to the AM's and hi sisters for
helping out, and to the support in the stands.
Congrats to the TKE teams on a great showing
and ro ITKA for winning 11. TKE 1 plays for 2nd
place today at 4:00 1n soccer. Don't forget 3
fires, we're leaving at 6 :00 Friday behind
CEBA .
Kappa Delta
JU Ladies are Awesome ! Get Psyched for
GreekSkrun,Sat. 9am. Readupon the PEPS.
our National V1s1tor 1s com1ngl!I Wendy, you
are doing a great iob on Rush lll Kt. #1
Phi Theta Kappa
Come out to Lake Claire ttus Sunday 11-4 pm
for our picnic. Members from local chapters
are also invited to anend, so join in the fun and
meet new faces.
Order of Omega
Attenbon old and new Order of Omega members. Our next mealing will be on Thws. Feb
23 at 5:00, in the Student Center. See you
there.

Quotes
C-day is Communications Day . All Comm.
Majors are invited to Lake Claire, March 17th.
trorn 12:00 to 4 00 for free hot dogs and
Cokes. Corne play vollyball, throw a frisbee, ar
iust en1oy the fun. Wear green to celebrate
StPatncks Day.
Society of Professional Journalists
The Society of Professional Journalists Is
sponsoring a discussion between top TV and
print reporters Pat Clarke and Russ White will
be the featured speakers The event will be
held Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. in the Education Bldg.
Rm. 123 For more info., call 679-9163.

!

Horizons Travel Agency call for low A1rfareCruise quotes 281 -0836
Getting Married? NC;'X:l Silk Flowers?
Call Silks -N- Such for all your silk flower
needs . Rent or buy 332-8555.

Daar Star Fox,
Happy Un-Birthday to you I I
I love you very much,
Maya.
P S I'll see you 1n the Dungeon ..
Delta Gamma pledges, get ready for the time
of your hie.The sisters of Delta Gamma love
you I

Delta Gammas get psyched for retreat. Daytona here we come!I
Love,
Pr/A~or

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Roommate Wanted for a nice house on Park
Ave Winter Park. 3bdr. 2bth., W/D, yard. Very
enjoyable environment. $250. + 1/3 utilities.
Call Murat 647-3112 (H) 275-2111 (W) .

Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4 's Seized in drug
raids for under $100.00? Call for facts today.
602-837-3401 . Ext. 127
For Sale· 1984 Red Renault Fuego. Power
steering, power brakes,. New bras & brakes!
Automatic. $1995.00 Call John at 275-8208
For Sale 1980 Monza 2dr .an. Well ma.mtained, reliable. Good first car, as Is. $900/
Best offer. Call Pat Duggins 839-1286.

Eff Apt. OV1edo area. Prvt, Scenic. Pel O.K.
300/ mo. melds all uuls 366-1758.
Chancellors Row, large 2bdrm/ 2bth, eat 1n
kitchen and dining room, wash& dry, pool +
tennis. $600 per month 677-1171.

86 Mercury Colony Park Wagon, super nice,
well maintained, 3rd seat, all options, $7000/
offer call 658-46521
Buick Skylark, 1971, in lair but running condition . Asking $500.00 Phone# 365-4056.

Pmewoods Villas 2bdrm/ 2bth, garage.
Across from Xtra, North 436.
$575.00 call 282-77 1 or 677-7616

Reasonable and fast typing service
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Call

Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional serV1ce. Free reV1s1ons.
UCF's oldest typing firm Same day and
weekend service. Visa & Mastercard. Over
18,300 satisfied students and only 4
grouches I
671-3007.
Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word processing
Fast ' Profess ional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Call Pres~ge Typing for your papers and
resumes 277-7237
KCO Inc. WP/DP $1- 2.50/

Government Homes from $1 (u-repair}. Delinquent tax property Repossessions Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext GH- 4628 for current repo
list.
Camera Bolex 550 XL Sound
Will accept any falr offer. 843-8582.
87 Jet Ski 650sx. Like n9W, barely used,
$2750. Call now 628-5518.
Tectm1CS SB-L55 Speakers. List price S240.
for both. Will sell for $150 080. C II Laura at
679-3498.
Score High co !he LSATI Gaps Study Tapes
and three study books-worth $200 Wiii sell for
$140. 679-3498.
286 XT MOTHERBOARDS. For XT upgrade
to 286 AT power. American made with a 2-yr.
Warranry Has built-In Disk Cache Software.
S.1.-8.1 List1s$249 StudenVFaculrySpecial
Price is $175 until 3/31 . Call 788-3666 for a
Color Brochure with specs.
Lake Destiny - Condo 1bdrm/ 1blh. Excellent
condition . Lake View. $500 down, take over
payments 678-4568.
2400 baud Internal MODEMS. American
made with a 2-yr. Warranty. List is $199.
Studenv Faculty Special Price is $110 until 31
31. Call 788-3666 for Color Brochure with
specs. External add $10. ProCornrn add $6.
For Sale by Owner. 2bdrm/ 1 bth House,
between Goldenrod & Union Park on 112 acre,
new roof, inside laundry extra rooms, easy
access to all parts of town, great investment.
$44900 or best offer Call 677-4924. Please
leave message.

Make Money just talking to your friendsl No
Selling. Call 657-8830
Dental Recap. Afternoons M - Th. and Sais.
Goldenrod otrice . 677-8889.
Camp Counselors for Phys1ca:1y Impaired. The Flonda Easter Seal Camp Challenge
Earn college credit and salary while gaining
great exp. for Resume . Room and board freel
Cabin Counselors, Lifeguards, and Program
Speoal1sts needed. Located 1 hr. N of
Orlando. Call 407-886·6653 for an appL
write to Rt. 1 Box 350 Sorrento, Fl. 32776.

°'

Responsible people wanted to clean homes.
Earn 6 50/ hr. plus incentJves 365-1880.

pg. 678-6735

Papers Typed, Rsnble Rates 677-7073.

"l"yping - Student Rates,

$1 .SO per double spaced page. Call 682-6141 . •

Engineenng/ Math Typin g Speaal1sL
Thesis/ Dissertations I Resumes I Papers reasonable rates. Editing sel'V!ce. Days I
Evenings I Weekends . Dian 273·9780.
Quality Work, Reasonable Prices.
Disk Storage, Wordprocessor,
Professional Secratenes at the lowest
prices.

R&C Executive Services 628-3202.

Lancelot,
I found my key! Hurry Over!
Love.
Gui

ere

Dear Kim,
Thank you for all the goodies last week. Whe
are you going to help me eat the artichQkes?
Hugs and wet sloppy k sses,
Dave
Snuggle - bear,
When are we going to escape for that weekend? 1rs been too long since we've been Mud
Boggin • Boingl
Love,
Bunny - peepe;
Darlin' Darlin',
Make us proud in Nashville!
yo' Lil' 'ole weekend thang gal

Suzy,
Thanks for helping me out Monday night.
really needed someone to hsten to _<jlj
problems, and let me be totally outrag~s. I
amazes me how every time 1s a new adven
ture. You are the best
The one you hate, somebmes
P.S I still have brwses from the bath~b (
couple of weekends ago) .
The score has got to change! I feel a zero w
soon be 61What do you say? Keep it un1
Sunshine,
Sorry I haven't got in touch with you lately, bu
classes are really rough this semester.I got
message you called but I didn't get a ch ce t
call you back. Hopefully we can do sornethin
together soon. I haven't forgotten abou
you You are still a great BS. Call mel

Entrepreneurs! Marketing Srudents. big
bucks part time or spare time 281-2835 noon
- 1:00 any weekday.
Florida Marketing Opportunity, Marian Farms
Inc. A Central Flonda Peat M1mng Co. and
Tree Farm Operation, 30 miles west of
Orlando, has an opening for a Sales Rep to
cover Central- East Flonda, markenng soil
mixes to nurseries ar.d trees to developers.
Requirements: Degree, .>rior sales experience. proven maturity and stability, organized,
teachable. Compensation: $17,000- $20,000
plus car, expenses , benefits and future
commission bonus . Send resume to David
Counihan, V .P do Manan Farms, 619 State
Rd . 50, Groveland, Fl. 32736 and/ or call 904429-4151 .
National Marketing Flfm seeks ambitious
mature studentto manage on-campus promotions for top national companies this school
year. Flexible hours with earnings potential to
$2,500. call 1-800-932-0528 ext 24

Algebra. Calrulas, Fm Math. 277-1244.
Help with Computers, Algebra, or physics.
Call 275-4435.
Linear Controls 277- 1244.
Spanish call OaV1d 282-1603.

Band looking for a place to practice.Prefer
close to UCF Need place that instruments can
be locked up in. Practice schedule varies, so
must be able to come and go when needed.
Call 275-5725.

Junior who is looking for a nioe girl to date
maybe a possible lasting relationship. I hk
sports and going to the beach, I'm 5'9", ifrillell
build, blonde half and blue eyes. All interest
females please respond.
LH8991
Wanted : One Male.
Qualifications: Tall, scrawny, dark hair
thoughtful, able to hold a conversation.
For: a fun - loving female who is very s1ncer
and caring.
LH899
Female looking for an artistic type guy. Mus
be ~ood-looking and into various ty~s o
music.

•
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Fraternities .play first ·night
. games at UCF Softball field
''The purpose of the tournament was
to build relations with each fraternity,"
TKE member John Muchler said. "All
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity won the of the players had a good time and
fourth annual Tau Kappa Epsilon/ made a lot of friends.
·
• UCF softball invitational last week- .
"It was a time to put the political
end.
pressures away for a while and have a
The Pike team went through the good time playing softball."
two-day, double-elimination tournaThe tournament was held at the
ment undefeated, and won the title by UCF softball field and featured the
edging the TKE team 6-5 in the finals. first games played under the lights at
The 10-team field was the largest in the field. Lights _were put up at the
• the tournament's four-year history and softball field over the Christmas holiincluded six fraternities. PKA and days.
TKE had two teams apiece and TKE
Muchler added that the fraternities
also entered two alumni teams. Sigma would like to thank Loren Knutsen and
Phi Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the Recreational Services department
Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Chi en- for helping run the tournament and
tered one team each.
umpiring the games.
Staff Report

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

RECRUITS

day reported that Connor said the
player, a spot starter for Oklahoma and
a friend of Connor's, is interested in
transferring to UCF. Since Oklahoma
team.
is on probation, he would be able to
Twenty-seven of the 30 recruits transfer without having to sit out a
come from Florida high schools. Con- year.
ner is the only junior college transfer
McDowell denied the report last
and two other players come from Can- Friday, saying it was a misprint and
ada.
that UCFis not talking with the player.
The recruits from the Central FlorRomero said Larry Desjanis, a quarterback from Ontario, Canada, ap- ida area include Ron Brewer, a tight
proached UCF about playing for the end from Lake Brantley, David Nelson,
Knights. When looking at films of him, a defensive lineman from Spruce
the coaches also discovered tailback Creek, defensive end Robert Glenn
Patrick Stewart.
from Dr. Phillips, Schoen and Cole.
•
At least five of the recruits have yet
Overall, UCF signed seven offensive
and seven defensive lineman, two line- to qualify under Propisition 48. But
backers, five defensive backs, three McDowell noted that many of the
running backs, two tight ends, two scores are from their junior years of IS ANYONE OPEN?
high school.
quarterbacks and two wide receivers.
UCF point guard Vernon Pinkney looks for an open man in a recent game. The
"It's not expected to be a problem," team closes its season with the Merrill Lynch Classic March 3-4 at UCF.
A recruit UCF does not have is a 6-7,
350-pound offensive lineman from the McDowell said. "But should it be, we
• Universtiy of Oklahoma. Florida To- will deal with it then."
FROM PAGE 12
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•INTRAMURALSOFTBALL

• NATIONAL GAMES

Entry deadline for the 1989
spring intramural softball
season is Feb. 28.
A team captain's meeting
will be held on Feb. 28 at 4 p.m.
in the Commons. Team rosters
are due at that time.
Each team must provide at
least one umpire for the
league, and that person must
attend a mandatory umpires
clinic at4 p.m. in the Commons
on either Feb. 27 or Feb. 28.
Individuals interested in
getting on a team (men's,
women's or coed) may sign up
with Recreational Services at
RS101.
For more information, contact Rec Services at 275-2408.

Spring Games U.S.A, the
1989 National College Championships of intramural, recreational and club athletics,
will take place during March
in Daytona Beach and Palm
Springs, Calif.
The month-long sports festival will culminate with the
national finals April 1 and 2 in
Palm Springs.
The format calls for weekly
competitions in which students compete during their
school's spring break during
March at Daytona and Palm
Springs. The overall winners
from the two sites each week
will be flown to Palm Springs
for the nationally televised
finals in April.
The competition will run for
four weeks at Daytona (March
6-31) and two weeks in Palm
Springs (March 20-31).
Nineteen sporting events
will be held, including traditional sports such as volleyball, softball, three-man basketball, flag football and soccer.
Competition will also be
held i)l recreational sports like
tug-of-war, obstacle course
and innertube water polo.
In addition to the sporting
events, Spring Garnes U.S.A.
is planning entertainment
and special events to create an
Olympic-village type setting
for participants and spectators.
For more information, contact the UCF Recreational
Services Department at 275-

• SCHICK SUPERHOOPS

~

r.

1

UCF Recreational Services
is hosting the Citrus Regional
festival of the National Schick
SuperHoops competition Saturday.
Men's and women's threeon-three basketball teams
from universities. in Florida
and Puerto Rico will begin
regional play at 9:30 a.m. in
the UCF gymnasium. Teams
advanced to the regional tournament by winning tournaments at their respective universities.
The championship games
for the men's and women's
regional championship will be
played in the Miami Arena on
March 25. The title games will
occur before and at halftime of
the Miami Heat-San Antonio
Spurs NBA basketball game.

2408.
•GREEK RUN

The UCF Student Wellness
Advocate Team will hold their
2nd Annual Greek 5K Run on
Feb. 25.
The race, which begins at 8
a.m., is open to all UCF students and awards will be given
to the best overall individual
time for male and female.
Awards will also be given to
the Greek organization with
the highest participation and
the Greek team with the best
time, which will be determined
by averaging the top 10 finishers of each team.
Participants may walk, jog
or run the 3.1 miles to be in
contention for the awards. The
purpose of the race is to promote wellness/ and campus
unity.
For more information, contact the Health Resource Center at 275-5841.
• ORLANDO LIONS

The Orlando Lions have
signed four veterans, including two former UCF soccer
players, in preparation for the
upcoming 1989 season.
Returning to the Lions team
for this season are former
Knights Tim Schmidt and
Robert Heileman.
Schmidt is a· midfielder
while Heileman is a central
defender. Midfielder Paul
Butler and sweeper LouKarbiener were also signed by the
Lions.
The Lions also hired fo!'mer

Chicago Sting coach Gary
Hindley to head the team in
1989. Hindley signed a threeyear contract with the Lions
and has over 30 years of soccer
experience.
"Based on my past experience and contacts, I believe I
will be able to put together a
team of outstanding graduates, professional indoor
leagues and our most talented
players from last year," Hindley said.
In other Lions' news, the
team reached an agreement
with WH00-990 AM radio to
broadcast 15 of the Lions soccer games. The station will
broadcast all 10 home games
and five of the team's road
match ups.
The team opens its 1989
American Soccer League
schedule April 16 at Showalter
Field in Winter Park, which
will host all of the Lions' home
games.

following night.
•

1OK CLASSIC

The Seventh Annual Red
Lobster lOK Classic will be
held March 11 in Orlando with
over $64,500 in prize money to
be awarded.
Cash awards of $7,500 for
the top male and female finishers will be given in addition to
over $50,000 in bonus money.
"We expect several thousand runners, in~luding college students from throughout
the United States," director
Jon Hughes said. "We'll have a
good field of world-class athletes from a dozen-plus countries."
The registration fee is $10
before March 9 and race-day
registration is $15. Proceeds
will benefit the Central Florida Chapter of the Spina Bifida
Association.
All runners will receive atshirt, a limited edition commemorative pin, a sports
• NEAL NAMED CHAIR
towel, Red Lobster restaurant
Curly Neal, spokesman for coupons and an admission
the National Basketball ticket to the post-race party at
Association's Orlando Magic, Church Street Station.
has be'en named chairperson of
For more information, conthe Merrill Lynch Classic bas- tact Hughes at 1-800-252ketball tournament to be held RLl O.
March 3-4 at UCF.
"The Orlando Magic is
pleased to support the UCF
basketball program and the
Merrill Lynch Classic," said Compiled by Bill Foxworthy
Neal, a former Harlem Globe- Send Sports Briefs to:
Bill Foxworthy
trotter.
"I am especially honored to c/o The Future
serve as this year's chairper- POBox25000
Orlando, Fl 32816
son of the Classic."

--
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UCF. drops final NSWAC game, 74-58
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The last time the Lady
Knights met Georgia Southern, they lost by 27 points.
Although UCF played the
Lady Eagles closer Monday
night, the results were the
same.
GSC .overcame a nine-point
first half deficit to defeat UCF
74-58 at the UCF gymnasium
in UCF's final conference
game.
"We're much improved this
time than the last time we
played (Jan. 30 in Statesboro,
Ga.) them," Lady Knight coach
Beverly Knight commented.
Down 29-20 at the end of a
low-scoringfirsthalf, the Lady
Eagles (15-11, 5-6) opened up
the second half with an 11-2
run to tie the score at 31. Their
pressing defense forced turnovers, which they were able to
tum into easy layups.
"The press is what hurt us,"
Knight said. "It rattles us
sometimes."
"Central Florida knew we
were going to press," GSC
coach Drema Greer said. "The
last time we played, our press
hurt them a lot."
Phylette Blake, the game's
high scorer, led the Lady

Eagles second half charge,
scoring ten of GSC's first 15
points. Blake, held to just four
points in the first half, finished
with 23 points.
Blake is the New South
Women's Athletic Conference
leading scorer, averaging 27. 6
points per contest. She is also
second in the nation in Division I scoring average.
After the opening second
half surge by GSC, UCF (1016, 2-1 O) handled the press
fairly well the rest of the game.
However, they had trouble
executing their half-court offense.
Turnovers hurt UCF in the
second half. The Lady Knights
turned the ball over 21 times,
after having only 10 in the first
half. GSC committed just 15
turnovers the whole game.
With the score tied at 35,
the game had five ties and five
lead changes before the Lady
Eagles pulled away.
A 19-5 run gave them a commanding 66-54 lead with 2:35
left to play.
"BeJieve it or not, we played
with them for half the game
the first time (UCF played
GSC)," Knight said, "and three
quarters of the game here."
The Lady Knights' defense
limited GSC to 20 points in the

first half, although GSC missed a couple of easy shots. GSC
shot only 34 percent from the
field in the first half but finished at 50 percent for the
game.
"We missed some gimme's
big time," Greer said. "It was a
lack of concentration."
UCF also hurt themselves
with fouls. They committed 25
fouls to just nine for GSC.
This gave GSC a distinct
advantage at the free throw
line, where they outscored
UCF 19-2.
Kelly Bradley and Fayetta
Robinson led UCF with 13 and
10 points, respectively. Tracy
wnson scored 21 points for
GSC to back Blake's 23 point
effort.
Despite the setback, Knight
kept a positive outlook.
"Overall, our desire was
there," Knight said. "We keep
improving."
Greer also had positive
·
things to say about UCF.
"Central Florida is the best
last-place team we've ever
faced. I don't think many
teams give them the credit
they deserve," Greer said.
Lady Knight Notes: Athletic
Director Gene McDowell and
Knight presented Fayetta

Biii Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UC F's Kelly Bradley drives around a def ender in the Lady Knights
74-58 loss to Georgia Southern Monday night.
I

Robinson and Stark Welch
with roses to honor the two
seniors before the game. They
play their last game at UCF
tom o rro w night against

Rollins College at 7:30 p.m.
The Rollins game will be the
team's final regular-season"
game before the NSWAC tournament in Atlanta next week.

UCF signs 30 payers
as Division I-AA team
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF football recruit dies
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF learned last weekend of the
death of one of its football recruits who
was signed to a scholarship the week
before.
Anthony Solomon, 1 7, a running
back from Dr. Phillips High School in
Orlando, died Friday after collapsing
at track practice.
The autopsy revealed a congenital
heart defect as the cause of death.
Dr. Phillips' track coach told The
Orlando Sentinel that Solomon complained of shortness of breath while

jogging around the track. He rested a
few minutes, then rejoined the group.
''When the group came around a
second time, he jumped back ir. with
them. He went about 100 yarc.is 1.ir so,
dropped to one knee, and then rolled
onto his back," Ayers told The Orlando
Sentinel.
Solomon was pronounced dead one
hour after collapsing.
Solomon was an honorable mention
selection on The Orlando Sentinel's
1988 all-county team. He was also
named Dr. Phillips' most valuable offensive back and earned all-county
·honors in track.

UCF finished its first step in building a Division I-AA football team by
signing 30 new recruits to grants-inaid, including players who turned
down scholarships from perennial
powers Florida State and Miami.
"We looked for the best athletes
available, but we knew we needed help
on both the offensive and defensive
lines," UCF recruiting coordinator
Randy Romero said. "We also knew we
needed some running backs."
The prize of the defensive line appears to be RobertConnorfromNavaro
Junior College. Connor, a 6-5 and 290
pound defensive lineman who runs the
40 in 4.9 seconds, began his career at
the University of Oklahoma. He spent
last year at NJC.
"On film, he looks unblockable,"
Romero commented.
Two other players who could help
the defensive line immediately are
Clifford Cole (6-2, 250) of Edgewater
High School and James Quinlan {6-21/
2, 220) of North Miami Beach High
School.
Romero believes UCF significantly
helped its offensive line through the
signings.
"This is the best offensive line group
(UCF has signed) and there is not just
one or two," Romero said. ''There are
four or five."
Romero mentioned two players who
could pay immediate dividends to the
team's offensive line.
"Willie Britton can come in here and
play right away," Rome'ro said. Britton
(6-2, 245), from Jacksonville Lee High
School, turned down scholarships from
Miami, Florida and Mississippi.
Doug Schoen (6-2, 220), from Winter
Park High School, is also expected to
have an immediate impact. Schoen is
one of two Orlando Sentinel Super 24

selections signed by the Knights.
The other Super 24 player signed by
UCF is Willie English. English, a 6-0,
220 pound running back from Avon.
Park, has 4.5 speed in the 40 and was
an all-state selection for Class 2A as
well.
The Knights also added speed to its
defensive secondary. Lee Petit-Phar,
from North Miami Beach, has 4.4 speed
in the 40 and Merritt Island's Travers
Johnson runs the distance in 4.5 seconds.
Romero said the University of Pittsburgh offered Petit-Phar a scholarship
while Miami, Louisville and Memphis
State each offered Johnson a scholar-

"We looked for the best
athletes available, but we
knew we needed help on
both the offensive and defensive lines. We also knew"
we needed some running
backs."
- Randy Romero
recruiting coordinator.~
ship.
Looking for help for UCF sophomore
Sean Beckton at wide receiver, the
Knights signed G.T. Paris of Vero
Beach and Mike Stewa:rt of Miami
Central. Romero described the 6-7~
Stewart as a "(former Philadelphia
Eagle star) Harold Carmichael- type
who hates basketball."
Not all the recruits will immediately
help the Knights next year. Romero
said it is a standard practice to redshirt
freshmen unless they can start for the'
SEE RECRUITS PAGE 11
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Thrc>wing _light upon the.darkness we live in
for thirty dollars a month that over- wrote the play in half a year and
looked the Mediterranean."
wrote a novel with the other six
merica's image of the novelist
One day he received a telegram months."
is a strong, lonely person from the University ofAlaska, asking
In that time at Alaska, and in two
who has lived in several cul- him to write a play for the Alaskan years following while teaching at the
tures , worked s everal trades, and Centennial. He had written a play University of Minnesota. Wyatt pubwho writes to unfold truth - a per- called if This Be Madness while at lished numerous short stories, two
son in the world but not of it.
Alaska and it had been produced in plays, and wrote twQ novels that
Wyatt Wyatt is this kind of novel- several cities.
weren't publiShable.
ist.
He jumped at the opportunity and
"I discovered after coming to FlorHe has been a bag-worm picker, returned to Alaska. "I was delighted ida that I was reading novels while l
construction machinery operator, to be paid to write," Wyatt said. !he was writing short stories. I'd develgold miner, wood cutter, soldier and offer seemed so generous and so oped the ability to write a short story
college professor, but through it all much time was available to me that I and put it into circulation in two or
he has heeded the Muse.
Interviewed recently in his
extensive library, Wyatt, now teaching at UCF, recalled how he had fled
Columbia University to Parts, the
City of Light.
"I had some of the top scholars
educating me at Columbia. and I'd
become frustrated. Literature was
vital for me, a living thing, and l had
come to know that universities practice generally the dissection of literature, treating it as if it were a cadaver.
holding up each organ for analysis.
It's a critical view rather than a creative one and, although my relationship to literature wasn't defined in
my own mind then, I knew it was
something alive, not something
dead.
"My future was all laid out for me
toward the end of my MA," he said.
"I had fellowships to Harvard and to
the universities of WiSconsin and
Pennsylvania. I turned them all down
and fled to PariS with six hundred
dollars. My first act there was a
hundred-dollar p~one call to a girl
back in New York City."
He laughed softly. "Complete
folly," he said softly, like the crackling of the strong fire consuming
hard wood. "The whole thing was
complete follybut I've neverregret.ted
it. I've dedicated myself to folly
throughout my life, again and again,
more epiSodic, perhaps, but I'm always capable of folly."
He shifted in his heavy wooden
chair before his library fire.
"The trouble is," he said, "when
you get serious about writing it
demands a certain kind of steadiness
and discipline. For all people's glamorized images of writers, the actual
work would be boring for most, sitting at a desk all day ...
Wyatt stayed in Parts a year and a
half returning to this countiy to meet
his military obligation in the army
reserves. After six months in the
army, he taught at Hofstra University
~,111 Long Island while living in
Greenwich Village during the Beatnik days.
He then taught for two years at the
University of Alaska. "l taught there
two years and resigned to go to Spain
because I was starting to work on a
novel."
_
Wyatt Wyatt
In Spain, Wyatt lived on an island
next to Majorca where "I had a little UCF English professor Wyatt Wyatt has been a bog-worm picker, construcfour-bedroom house with a garden tion machinery operator, gold miner, wood cutter, soldier and novelist.
by Andy Campanaro
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three weeks. If it failed. if nobody
liked it. if nobody bought it. it was not
a great loss in my life. Two weeks.
Three. So I could publish four or five
stories a year. though the university
wasn't giving me any time to do it.
which squeezed a kind of begrudged
recognition and reward from them...
After a decade of short stories and
plays, it was the novel that he
pursued. Wyatt paid his dues before
Catching Fire caught fire in 1978 .
"My first novel was long. full of
weighty ideas and symbolism, light
on drama and simply not interesting," he said.
..I was very excited about it because I thought I was telling great
truths, but I feel pretty sure I
wouldn't llli:e it now. I haven't looked
at it in years. Then I wrote another
failed novel and came closer to hav-

M

y first novel was

long,
full
of .
weighty ideas
and symbolism, light on
drama and simply. not
interesting. I was very
excited about it because I
_thought I was telling great
truths, but I feel pretty sure
I wouldn't like it now.

ing a good one. I began to see what
was missing."
It was his third attempt, written
here and titled The Gravity Movie,
that began to work
"The Gravity Movie had a lot of
interesting ideas but is a much more
light-hearted work," he said. "I didn't
know if it was very good, but I knew
it wasn•t terrible, and I didn't know
what to do with it. That's when I
called Harry Crews."
Crews came to Orlando, Wyatt
said, read the manuscript and really
liked it, "enough that he got on the
phone and called his agent several
times about it," Wyatt said.
"This agent showed it to several
publishers who liked it but hesitated.
Too unusual, they said, too bizarre.
They were afraid to take a chance.
They also said it sounded too much
llli:e Harry Crews. Well, that's never
been true of my work."
Catching Fire replaced The Gravity
Movie on the New York circuit and
was snatched by the first person it
was shown to, the editor-in-chief at
Random House. It came out in 1977
t o a national chorus of critical acclaim, and Wyatt began work on his
n ext novel.
"When I started Deep in the H eart,"
he said, "I didn't know what the st ory
was going to be. I didn't know it

SEE WYATT PAGE 5
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Tom Hanks is hokey but hilarious in ''Burbs'
by David T. Schlenker

like
Tom Hanks doing in
a neighborhood like
this? Making a very funny
film that will most likely attain little success in the box
office.
Burbs premiered last Wednesday night at the Colonial
Promenade.
A common trend oflate indicates that the more a movie
is promoted, the more it will
fail, · and this movie is certainly being promoted all
over.
Although there wasn't a
straight face in the crowd
Wednesday night, I fear the
movie will also fall victim to
this trend.
'Burbs
has all the
elements that critics despise.
It can't decide whether it
wants to be a nice little satire
on the middle class, an allout slap-stick romp or a decent horror /mystery flick,
complete with skulls, creepy
basements and mutantlooking people.
Whereas this confusion
may not work for those who
prefer deep, organized structure, this film will werk for
college students who attend
to seek some rare form of
mindless escape.
'Burbs is a riot!
Tom Hanks plays Tom
Hanks. This, however. is not
bad (providing you are a Tom
Hanks fan).
His character is much like
the one he p~ayed in the boxoffice bomb The Money Pit a
sane man slowly driven to
the edge by outside forces, as
well as his own imagination.

W

,

Movie Review

HAT'S A NICE GUY

,.

Strange, morbid family
moves in, nosy neighbors
suspect foul play, but everything ends up just dandy (at
least for some).
Significant others in the
film include Carrie (Princess
Leah) Fisher, Bruce Dern,
Rick Ducommun and Corey
(win a date with me)
Feldman.
Dern and Ducommun
worked well with Hanks as
the eccentric neighbors/
partners in crtrne. Fisher
made the best out of the
bland role she was given
(Hanks' wife), and Feldman,
well, let's just say he was
typeca:st.
'Burbs is one of those
movies that appears to have
MY n el'ICI
been written around the
Tom Hanks and Carrie Fisher star as Ray and Carol Peterson, starring role, as it is defia nice young couple who foll victim to their neighborhood in nitely not taken from a Tony
award winning play.
Burbs.
Fortunately, the starling
Yet, he is also a boyish role has the talent to carry it,
Ito/&~
trouble maker. The transi- along with some fine cameos
and hokey but hilarious
. Uons are pure magic.
The plot is simple. It will ginunicks.
Simply put, it is a movie
remind you of the old
Hanks is a master at per- Fllntstones episodes where worth seeing. You'll never
forming chaos. He is a loving the Gruesomes moved Jn want to live in Suburbia
husband and father.
next door to Fred and Wilma. again.

Movies

Siren unforgivably lllediocre; breathy Monroe lives on
TOP TEN ALBUMS

Albums

by John Citrone

llAll Is Forgiven
Artist: Siren
Producers: Mike Howlett,
Robert Haas and Kristin
Massey
HEARTFELT 1HANK YOU ~oes

out to the band S'rren
or all the time and effort they've put into forwarding the studies in musical
mediocrity.
Their debut release, AU Is
Forgiven., is an unfortunate
addition to the onslaught of
fashion rock mishaps so
predominant in music of
today.
Lead guitarist Robert
Haas and guitarist/vocalist
Kristin Massey have combined talents for apparently
no reason.
The songs on All Is
Forgiven are simple in their
arrangement and quite boring to listen to.
The title cut on side one is
intended to be a moody yet

hard driving composition,
but falls quite short of it"s
goal.
The over-synthesized keyboard line becomes a thin
back- drop for the chunky
guitars sloppily draped on
top of it.
The vocals are very pleasant and would have worked
well in a different setting.
Unfortunately, they were
cast into the average · mold
with the song "All Is Forgiven."
Side one continues, delving deeper into a vat of simplicity with tunes like "One
Good Lover," "Don't Let Go, "
and "Stand Up ." Each of
these songs is masterfully
crafted into a memorial to the
thousands of similar compositions that came before
them.
The tedium is broken for a
short while with the first
arrangement on side · two
called "Good Kid." Kristin
Massey's voice is finally
complimented by the powerful back beat created by
drumme'(' Gregg Potter as
well as by the well structured
rhythm executed by Massey,
Haas, and bassistJonBrant.
Yet, with calculated dexterity, Siren manages to.
weave a cloak of musical
monotony with such faux

Week ending Feb. 19, 1989

This list Is complied by the number of albums, cassettes,
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video.

1. Loc-ed
Tone Loe

2. Volume/
The Traveling Wllburys
3. Mystery Girl
Roy Orbison
4. Appetite For Destruction
Guns 'n' Roses
5. Electric Youth
Debbie Gibson
6. Siihouette
KennyG.

a1~d

7. Shooting Rubberbands at
the Stars
Edie Brlckell and New
Bohemians
8. Swass
Sir Mix-a-lot
9. Guns 'n ' Roses Live
Guns 'n' Roses
10. Greatest Hits
. Journey

pas as "Rock-A-Bye," "Love
Shut Down," and "So Far by Steven Conner
Away." These casually de- • I Wanna Be Loved By You
ceptive melodies start with a
tinge of catchiness and even- Artist: Marilyn Monroe
tually fade into the trite, Producers: Various
uncomplicated
strains
ARILYN MoNRoE-GODwhich seem to dominate this
album. It sounds just like
dess extrordinar~.
everything else on the marActress. Pin-up 0 ........
ket today.
Object of mass desire. Re·
cording artist? Well, sort of.
I Wanna Be Loved By You
is a rare musical German
import, serving as a collection of Marilyn's greatest
show hits. The album spans
the course of Miss Monroe's
short, but full carreer.
Combined on the Solid
Gold label, the album fea-

M

SEE ALBUM PAGE 6

Calendar
•

• Hot. Rockin' Blues
Veteran rocker George Thorogood and The Destroyers will
share the stage with Steve
"Copperhead Road" Earle
when their show comes to
Orlando at 8 p.m. on Feb.
28th at the Orlando Arena
Tickets for the show are on
sale now for $16. 50 and are
available at all TicketMaster
locations. For more information, call 849-2000.

•
•

• Bad Boys
Cinderella, Winger and The
Bullet Boys have announced
their plans to play at 7:30
p.m. April 9 at the Orlando
Arena. Tickets for the concert
go on sale March 4th and are
$16.50. Tickets may be purchased at all TicketMaster
locations.
• "IAm What IAm"
Edie Brickell and New Bohemians will bring their roadshow to the area at 8 p.m.
March 22 for a show at The
Bob Carr Auditorium. Tickets
for the concert, on sale now,
are $16.50 and can be purchased at all TicketMaster
locations.
• An Evening of Poetry

UCF faculty members Lynn
Schiffhorst and Susan
Strasshofer, along with several other poets, will give a
reading of their works at 7:30
p.m .. Feb. 24 at the French
House, Rollins College Camnus.
• Theatre-In-The-Works
Theatre-In-The-Works will be
presenting its professional
production of The Underground Kite by Winter Park
playwright Jess Gregg. Performances of the play are
scheduled for 8 p.m. on Feb.
23, 24 and 25 at the Black
Box Theatre on the East
Campus ofValencia Community College. Tickets are $6
for the Feb. 23 show and $10
for the shows on Feb. 24 and
25. Reservations may be
made by calling 857-6364.
• George Winston
Solo pianist George Winston
will bring his Winter Show to
the area at 7:30 p.m. on Feb.
26 at The }:job Carr P.e rformlng Arts Centre. Tickets are
$14.50 and $12.50 and are
available at all TicketMaster
locations. Concert-goers are
encouraged to join in support
of the Christian Service Center For Central Florida by
bringing a can of food to the
concert.
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-Bigger, meaner and

ugl~er:

Bulldog

PROUDLY PRESENTING
THE NEW SISTERS OF

•
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Victoria Allen
Jennifer Marra
Noelle Barbieri
Kelly McAuliffe
Cheri Beller
Tara Murphy
Susan Bielawa
Kari Myers
Chris Bobrowski
Kelly-Ann Nott
Chris Bordonaro
Karen Nordyke
Lee-Anne Brown
Jill Patterson
Lindsey Cook
Staci Price
Amy Reese
Denise DeBord
Missy Emmanuel
Angie Roan
Shelley Esko
Leah Rossow
Kim Gambill
Liz Swanson
Melissa Wiggins
Sue Hackett
Abby Wilson
Jennifer Manrique
Amy Wind
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onstrate a karate move at Bulldog's Karate School on Goldenrod Road
by Kris Feliciano

S

HORILY BEFORE 7 P.M., the students start
to arrive. Two boys of about 12 carry
With This Coupon
their duffel bags back to the men's
Lake Howell Square
Goldenrod Square
changing room while a mother arranges her
•
1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrod Rd.
young son and daughter on the waiting area
:
Casselberry, Florida
Winter Park, Florida
bench. setting them up with the books and
toys that will help them pass the hour she will
• NEXT To UNITED ARTISTS CINEMA
NEXT To Purr 0NEMA
spend Jn class.
- - ---1 This Js the intermediate karate class at
liii..iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil Bulldog's
Karate School.
Presiding over this crew is Richard "Bulldog" Kelly. He offers the group encouraging
words. "I'm bigger, meaner, uglier than you
ever thought of being."
The class seems to thrive on such proclamations, perhaps because they recognize it
as truth, but probably because it provides
the motivation they sought when they signed
up at Bulldog's.
Bulldog offers discipline, knowledge in self
defense and a chance to do something perAir Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.
fectly.
"There are so many people walking around
that don't do anything perfectly. They don't
rycourteous service to UCF students
even make the attempt. They play at what
they're doing. Your daily life should be a
. 9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100
.
constant striving for perfection in yourself
_ _ _ _ __:_ _ _ _.;.:.____ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, and what you do," says Bulldog.
He employs a simple method for instilling
this drive for perfection in his pupils. "I work
'em and work 'em and work 'em."
He leads his charges through warm ups,
then a string of 15 basic moves. Next, he drills
them in theirkatas (a series ofnioves such as
blocks, punches and kicks). After each kata
the students must do 20-20-20: 20 push
ups, 20 sit ups. 20 jumping jacks.
"Many of my students think I am a very
stem, very unforgiving instructor... because
I am a very stem, very unforgiving instructor," he notes.
When the students have trouble mastertng
a move, Bulldog stops class and calls forward
his sempai (assistant training instructor),
Milton Jimenez.
He performs the kick, punch or flip in
question on Milton until the class understands how the move should look.
,----~=m==1 Binge eating followed by guilt. Forced vomiting.
The reasoning behind these sometimes
Frequent use of laxatives. Any of these
painful lessons is quite logical.
~=m,...a symptoms could be a sign of bulimia - and a
WcUTI.ing to get help. The kind provided by O\ll'
Once the student knows how it feels to be
Eating Disorders Program. So if 'f'OU or someone
hit, the feeling becomes familiar, and the
you care for suffers with this problem, call us experience no longer demands a physical or
and strike a healthy balance.
mental reaction. Ideally, in a real fight situation these students will be able to ignore
their opponent's blows and focus only on
strategy.
It is a logic backed by knowledge gained
~ Florida Hospital
after 29 years of study in the martial arts.
~Altamonte
In 1960, Bulldog and his father, who was
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Binge eating?

It
·could·be
bulimia

897-1616

in the Air Force, went to Japan, where Bull-

dog attended high school. It was here that
Bulldog started in judo and karate .
He returned to Orlando in 1963, when he
joined the Army. His military career includes
a1r borne training, ranger training, jungle
warfare training and a 9-month stint in Viet- .
nam in 1965.
He got out of the Anny in 1967 and returned to Orlando, where he opened his own
karate school and has been training ever
since.
The karate at Bulldog's is true to tradition. Bulldog's emphasis is on how to fight. as
opposed to how to win tournaments. In this
respect the training which Bulldog underwent and that which he gives to his students
are the same.
But the methods of teaching discipline,
humility and prtde differ greatly.
As a beginning student of karate in Japan,
Bulldog's tasks included washing the senior
students' uniforms and polishing the wood
floors of the school. Other chores were even
less glamorous.
_
"Our school didn't have an indoor bathroom. They just had buckets. And one of my
chores was to empty and clean the buckets,"
he recalls.
Bulldog himself is not without disciples.
Milton Jimenez a public administration
major at UCF, drives a red camaro and likes
to go dancing. He is also a karate devotee.
At 17, Milton was a high school dropout
living on the street. He would work construction from 6 a.m. till 4 p.m. and do the party
scene all night every night.
Self defense became a priority considering
his lifestyle, his age and his size- he was only
130 lbs. at 5'7".
Between the construction site and the
nightclub, Milton would show up at the East
Orange Community Center for karate lessons.
His instructor at the community center
became both mentor and father figure. Under
his guidance, Milton returned to rught school
for his GED and learned the importance of
discipline.
That was 8 years ago. Milton has about
one more year before he graduates at UCF; he
has reconciled past family differences and he
has a black belt in karate.
Teaching karate at Bulldog's (Milton is the
assistant training instructor) and at Valencia
suits him and he plans to own and operate
his own schools of karate.
"I couldn't picture myself without karate,
says Milton.
That Bulldog's relationship with Milton
transcends that of teacher apd st11dept and,___--

-
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UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Take Advantage of an Opportunity

I
®

Paying for college is not an easy task. Even if you have student loan or your parents
are helping out, it is always nice to have some money in your bank account for spending or saving .
.These days finding a job can be such a hassle. Who has time to deal with minimum wages, uncertain hours that change
all the time, having to work Nhat seems like every weekend and working so many hours to make money, that your grad~s
·suffer. There is a better way!
UPS has long been recognized as a leader in the small package delivery business. We pay top wages that include benefits
such as paid vacations and holidays. These benefits are comparable to benefits that
some full-time jobs offer. Besides the pay, UPS offers considerably more. The steady,
consistent hours give stability to your schedule. The work shift that you select will
allow you to plan the courses you need without having to work weekends, so your
social life stays intact.
UPS offers a physical job that in fact gives you a work-out while you work. As a student,
time is very valuable and it's important to maximize your efforts and time.
What better job could suit your needs? Earn excellent wages with benefits to match,
get in shape, and work hours that allow you to fulfill your career goals in school.
• UPS works through the UCF
• Work shifts·
Placement office in accepting
4:30 A.M.
applications for part time
5:30 P.M.
loaders and unloaders.
10:30 P.M.
• Excellent pay - more than
• For an interview appointment,
DOUBLE MINIMUM WAGE
sign up in the Career Resource
Paid vacations and holidays.
Center (Admin. 124)
UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

is
0
0
Campus
Compact?
Wh~,..t

Come out and
join the fun
.

.

(af'.d learn something, too ... )

Campus Compact is a
nationwide community
0
outreach movement.
It is Organized to pull
0
together resources ,
information and support
for the many·chapters
established on all college and university campuses
across the country. The UCF chapter will serve to
coordinate, monitor and dispense information to all invoved with community outreach programs eminating
from this campus. The organization was built around
the proposition that each student could, and indeed
should, give a minimum of 3 hours per week to help the
community.

•
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Brainwashing by

o~ssion:

book banning

SPEND SUMMER IN MAINE"

c~N r Tu'\~AJ©,

A aovs' ·cAMP
ON LONG LAKE, NAPLES, MAINE
June 19th • August 19th

•

..

COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Tennis, Baseball , Basket
ball , Lacrosse, Street Hockey, Soccer. Swimming (WSI) : Sailing ,
Waterskiing, Canoeing , Sc uba. Archery, Riflery, Dramatics. Piano
Accompanist, Music Instrumentalist, Ceramics, Crafts, Fine Arts,
Newspaper, Radio & Electronics, Woodworki ng, Pioneeri ng , and
Tripping, Wei ght Trai ning , Ropes Course Instructor & General.
Also Asst Steward. Chefs, Bus Drivers . and Secretary Competittive salary plus room, board, laundry. and other extra's.

-

"IR INTERVIEW. Write or Call· 496 Laguardia Place . Suite 381 ,
New York, NY 10017 (212) 979-0606.
r-

bv Phil Hopkins

a

Get help 'Nith

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
This conc ise t ext Inc ludes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specific ations. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need .
~
Ask for It at your bookstore.

L

H&H Publishing Company, ·Inc.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work
Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, expanding in Central Florida.
Management trainees begin at $1200/mo. +OT with
1st year income of$17,000,minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Recent
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at {407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801.
·············~···················
PART TIME, MANAGEMENT INTERN
We offer:

•
•
•
•
•

20-35 hours per week
Flexible scheduling
11 area locations .
Training program
Competitive compensation

If you will be graduating in the next 18 months and are

interested in part time work to gain management experience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.

niE many 10th-century inasions England suffered through . the
invaders made a habil of destroying
books because they suspected magic spells
and other dangerous weaponry were contained between their covers. Now, books are
subjected to book banning.
Following are some sample cases involving
only part of a growing list of censored books.
Some of the UUes may be surprising.
In some cases. such as Charles Dickens
and Mark T\vain, it was easier to list what
selections were not banned because so many
were .
According to the "Newsletter on Intellectual Freedom," of May, 1981, a group of
min.iSters in French Lick, Indiana. complained about the profanity in Death of a
Salesman. causing its removal from local
high schools.
The principal of one high school equated
the play with Hustler magazine.
The school board in Anaheim, Califomia
has censored all of Shakespeare's works
except Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet; all of
Dickens' works except Oliver Twist, George
Eliot's Silas Marner, Margaret Mitchell's
Gone With ihe Wind; and all but one of Mark
Twain's books. When English teachers complained, Director of Curriculum Robert Ross
threatened them with reprimands if they
deviated from his instructions.
According to the May, 1981 issue of the
"NIF," som e of the books groups in Wisconsin
have targeted for censorship include Anne
URJNG ONE OF

WYATT FROM PAGE 1
would be a Texas book. I sat
down and wrote a chapter
about an evening Hany
Crews and I spent together, a
night I thought he was going
to kill me." Deaths and tragedies have eaten Wyatt's energies the last several years
and about a year ago, John
Irving's Undertoad came to
visit Wyatt. A week before
Christmas, 1987, his tenant
found him unconscious in a
seizure. Carried by ambulance to intensive care, the
doctors found a grapefruitsized malignant cancer in his
skull and operated immediately to release the pressure,
which had caused the
seizure.
"Tilere was great concern
that I might come out of the
operation either as an idiot or
dead," Wyatt said. "They cut
a ten-square-inch piece from
my skull and sucked out this

Frank: The Diary of a Young Girt The Great
Gatsby, Calch22, Catcher in the Rye and just
abou t everything by Judy Blume . This action
was taken by an anti-pornography group
called Concerned Citizens.
Joyce Mann, a librarian from Montello
High School, reported that the group "left
behind religious tracts all over the shelves
and in student's books" and threatened not
to return those books they felt should be
censored.
According to the Jan., 1981 "NIF", schools
Jn Boulder, Colorado, banned the textbook
Ufe and Health because it "presented subjects such as homosexuality, abortion and
extramarital sex too favorably and it wasn't
supportive of traditional lifestyles."
Writer Stephen King (Omni, Feb. 1987)
said, "My book The Shining may be pulled
from library shelves because people believe
it's bad for children to read a story about how
a father ends up hunting down his own son.
But "Hansel and Gretel" is alright for children, a story in which a stepmother orders
her husband to disembowel his two children
and bring her their hearts . . . . The children
arrive at the witch's house and she's going to
eat them! That's cannibalism! Let them jerk
it. When a book gets banned, kids will read
it. "
In closing, I offer this comment (NIF, Nov.
1978). from a censor speaking about why
J.D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye should be
banned: "The book brainwashes students
and represents part of an overall Communist
plot in which a lot of people are used and may
not be aware of it. "

huge tumor that had grown
very slowly to occupy the
whole front light side. The
brain had retreated before
the tumor, which was found
growing slowly into the left
front cavity. I had no symptoms, no aphasia or lapses of
memory or slurring of
speech. The seizure was the
original and final manifestation of the tumor."
Because of his disciplined
physical training over the
years, Wyatt's body was
strong enough to recuperate
and he left the hospital in a
short time. The later radiation treatments kept him
easily tired throughout this
past year. "Since the first of
this year, though," he said,
''I've felt more energy than
I've had in a long time."
Asked if he thought students today are too video,
and not print, oriented,
Wyatt said: "There's always a
danger of society becoming

imbecilic or simplistic, but
there's always a fairly consistent portion of society deeply
concerned about serious
matters.
"No, I'm not too worried
about the demise of literature. I believe writing, in
addition to its commitment
to clarity, also is a way in
which to express our love at
being alive. The strongest
and best writing is always
written out of love of our fellow human beings. The pursuit of clarity is part of that
love.
"Tilat's what I'm after in
my own pursuit - maximum
clarity. To throw the most
light I can upon the darlmess
in which I believe we all live.
And as to the question of
literature's demise, I think
human beings always will be
trying to throw that light
upon the darlmes~ and obscurity which never entirely
clears."
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Sting's spirits, Washington's 'wowie,' Michael Jackson's Incan thinkin'
is- Presenting the "For Enquiring
Minds" Special EdiUon, for all of you
who are dying to see what's inside of
a tabloid, but have too much pride to
open one up. We, who have no pride,
did. And we've picked the best for
those who really want to know.

WP~

Dirty Laundry
• Did a vampire murder Robin
Hood?
Robin Hood fans are all aquiver
over suggesitons that the legendary
bandit was bled to death by a thirsty
vampire. Globe .

IS' George Washington' was a marijuana farmer - and his wife,
Martha, made pot brownies. National Examiner.

...., Did UFO aliens gtve Betty Cash
cancer? Outspoken Betty believes
they did - and blames the US government as well.
Said Betty: "I'm mad as hell and
disppointed with the government of
the United States ... National Exam-

IQ" A destitute housewife has sold one
of her kidneys to pay offher debts and
furnish her apartment. G~obe.

iner.

Famed rock star and actor Sting
shares a house with a friendly pair of
ghost s . National Examiner.
H'

Photo llluslratlon by Scott Homer

a- Michael Jackson enters the Twi- .
light Zone: He believes he's the reincarnation of an Inca god. He lies
under a glass pyramid to cure his
throat problems.
He signs his name '1998.' He's
hired scientists to make him
invisible. Globe.

ALBUMS FROM PAGE 2

tures the classics like "Diamonds Are A Girl's Best
Friend" from Gentlemen Prefer Blondes and "River Of No
Return" from the film of the
same name, into a collection
no Marilyn-buff should be
Without.
The radiance Marilyn conveys on the silver screen
easily carries over onto vinyl.
Her voice isn't exactly one of
a virtuoso, but Marilyn is
able to get away With it. She
uses many of the techniques
stage actors use to conceal
the inadequacies in their
voices.
Jumping off difficult notes
and adding a little more of the
famous "breathiness" are
some of the obvious crutches
Marilyn enlists to help her
through the material, but not
once do these take away from
the enjoyment of the record.
Marilyn's film career covered many different characters and this album covers
just as many. Marilyn
Monroe means many different things to dtlierent people
and this album serves as the
perfect honfage to an actress
and entertainment personality that still continues to take
the world by storm.

This
Spring Break,

BULLDOG FROM PAGE 3

becomes one of friendship is
n o surprise. Bulldog is th e
granq patriarch of this family, which consists of him and
his students, regardless of
their age.
People are always trying to
find that niche, that place
where they can duplicate the
sense of family they enjoy at
home or to obtain the family
they never had.
Bulldog's Karate represents that place for many.
Certainly Milton is a shining example of what a positive affect having such a
family can cause. But does
the credit belong to the art of
karate or to its popular
Orlando purveyor, Bulldog?
Says Milton, "Bulldog
showed m~ how to make my
dreams come true."
You decide.

go Greyhound®
instead.

For ju t $49 each way
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach the
slopes or your hometown
going Greyhound won t
cramp you~ tyle.

~

~9QQ
each way based on round-trip purchase .

.1 )/#GO GREYHOUND

~Arid leave the driving to us~

300 W. Amelia St. • 843-7720 '
......
Must present vali~ ~oll~ge I. D .. card upon pu~chase. ~o other discoun~s ~ly. Tickets are nontransferable and good only for travel on '(ireyhound
and other paruc1paung earners. Offer limned . Spnng Break fare a'Vailable 2/lS /89 through S/15/89 and is subject to change withotl{ itotice.
Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares . Some restrictions apply. © 1989 Greyhound Line , Inc.
~·
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'Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure':

'~Awesome"

the audience more facts at
the beginning of the film and
make it believable.
· It seems like there are
more gaps at the end of
B. T.E.A. than the number of
times Bill and Ted stress the
word "excellent!" (I counted
eight), and do their little air
guitar routine.
B. T.E.A. could learn a
great deal from the 1986
moVie. Back to the Future.,
starring Michael J. Fox,
Crispin Glover and Christopher Loyd. Mainly because
everything was explained
with their assignment.
Bill and Ted go back in coherently and clearly.
From the "Flux Capacitor"
time and collect Napoleon,
Btlly The Kid, Socrates, all the way down to what
Sigmund Freud, Beethoven, Michael J. Fox had to do to
Joan of Arc, GenghiS Khan get back to the future. No
and Abraham Lincoln, then stone was left unturned.
The basic plot of B.T.E.A.
brtng them back to the present and end up going to a showed a lot of promiSe.
Unfortunately, it took every
mall.
Pathetic attempts at hu- wrong turn at the comedy
mor follow, as each character intersection, leading it to the
from the past acts out his local police station where it
c1aun to fame, ustng the vari- was arrested for attempted
ety of stores found in · the comedy. Stay home and
watch the ads. You'll get
mall.
Near the end of the film, more enjoyment from them,
the plot actually traps the plus they're free.
Bill and Ted are too closely
movie in a comer and seems
inescapable. To speed the related to the Jeff Spicoli
movie along, poorly-ex- ("totally awesome!") characplained happenings aid Bill ter created by Sean Penn to
be highly enjoyable. A differand Ted.
By now, the storyllne is a ent pair of characters,
big hole in the seat of your Chainsaw and Dave from
pants and iS sewn back to- Summer School. also had a
gether without much few similarities to Spicoli,
thought. I could see the writ- but were successful because
ers saying, .. How do we get they didn't have such blanthem out of this?" Easy. Give tant copy-cat lines.

·

•

Ted (Keanu Reeves), Abraham Lincoln (Robert V. Barron), 3ill (Alex Winter), Freud (Rod
Loomis), and Beethoven (Clifford David) go to the mall in Bill and Ted's Excellent Adventure..
A+ on their history proj eel.

by-.Richard E. Karman

B

_

iIL

AND

TED's ExcELLENr

f1dventure is a perfect

example of a movie that
trailer-made.
.;\dventure uses the
1
"Trailer Tailored" method of
advertising its funniest
scenes. This tricks people
into seeing a film which they
expect to be enjoyable.
is

Movies
In this case, viewers will be
more satisfied by what they
see on 1V than at the movies.
Bill S. Preston (Alex Winter} and Ted Theodore Logan
(Keanu Reeves) are two Jeff
Spicoli-like dudes who face a
problem. If they don't get an

they'll flunk.
Rufus (George Carlin).
from theyear2688, helps Bill
and Ted on their history project because ifBill and Ted fail
it will have drastic alterations on the future that will
aIIect the entire world.
Rufus gives t_he two a tune
machine (a phone booth) and
lets them run wild with their
new toy, hoping il will help

failure

Movie Review ·

MARKETING MANAGER TRAINEE
A once in a Lifetime Ground Flo0r Opportunity for the Right Person.
Thorough Training By the Innovative and Highly Successful
VISTANA MARKETING TEAM

Candidate Should Have Some Experience or Education in any/all of the following areas:
*Direct Selling
•Direct Solicitation
*Direct Mail
*Direct Response Advertising (Agency Experience Helpful)
Additionally, We Otter:
*Insurance and Full Company Benefits
*Growth Through Major Expansion
"Great Working Conditions and Atmosphere
*Fast Decisions

,.

The Person We Are Looking For Must Be Able

t~

Take Direction, Be Organized and Perform on a Timely Basis.

-

Starting Salary Commensurate with ExperienceiAbility '.
All Calls Will be Kept in the Strictest Confidence
Contact:
Arthur Zimand, (407) 239-3008
Antoine Dagot, (407) 239-3076

Join the Organization that has Set the Standards for the Timeshare Industry

VISfANA'-...i'RESORT

"

13800 VISTANA DRIVE, ORLANDO, FL 32821
EQUAL OPPORlUNITY EMPLOYER

P.S.

·-

MIF/H

The President of our company answered an ad I/Ice this.
'·
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